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InqNote® is the only cloud-based platform that has the
combined functionalities of an electronic laboratory
notebook (ELN) and that of a scientific document
management system (DMS).
Imagine if you could, in an integrated virtual desktop
from any browser, anywhere:

“InqNote® is the only cloud-based
platform that has the combined
functionalities of an electronic
laboratory notebook (ELN) and that of
a scientific document management
system.”



Brain storm your ideas with your team members



Edit Office® files without any dependencies



Visually plan phases of your experiments



Mange tasks and projects visually



Build SOPs, design result templates



Save your observations in notebooks



All with private stores only available to your
team, complete with document version control, esignatures, GLP and 21 CFR part 11 compliance.
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Core functions
For the sake of brevity only some of the key
functions of InqNote® are listed here.

Diagramming modules are available for
brain storming and formal diagramming
[figure 1]. Once a diagram is created, it will
be versioned and can be shared with team
members.

Figure 1: Some of the diagramming tools available

Edit Microsoft Office Word®, Excel®
documents directly in the browser with no
dependencies and no extra licensing fees,
view PDF files without using Adobe Acrobat®,
[figure 2]. The spreadsheet supports over
450+ formulae and an array of chart types.
Import and export in .docx, .xlsx and .pdf
complete with seamless document version
control.

“Edit Microsoft Office Word®, Excel®
documents directly in the browser
with no dependencies and no extra
licensing fees.”
Figure 2: Edit Office® files in the browser
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Build, upload and view protocols followed
by sharing with your team members with a
range of permissions [figure 3].

Figure 3: Protocol upload, versions and viewing.

Design data entry forms using the
template and sheet designers [figure 4].
Apply business, validation rules and
workflows to the data being collected on
the forms. Fill in blank data entry forms
inside a notebook.

Figure 4: Template and sheet designers displaying controls

Categorise results of studies in notebooks,
[figure 5]. Add structured results such as
templates, or any other type of file. If
you use an extended module, such as
spectroscopy, flow cytometry, etc. you
will be able to interact with it on a
notebook page.
Figure 5: A notebook displaying its front cover and items that
can be added to it
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Use Kanban boards, Gantt charts and
schedulers to plan and manage tasks,
[figure 6]. The project management app
consists of Kanban boards, Gantt charts
and multi-calendarical schedulers. The
Kanban boards are used to break down
experiments or projects into parts and
tasks (or cards). Associate each task with
colour, description, start and end dates,
with an individual member of your team.
Each schedule can be formatted with
Gregorian, Chinese, Persian or Arabic
calendars.

Extended functions

Figure 6: Some of the project management tools that are
available from the virtual desktop.

InqNote® can be customized to have
specialized functions, such as patient
medical records, online surveys (beta),
flowcytometry (beta), online statistical
services (beta) and spectroscopy extensions,
[figure 7].

A word on security
InqNote® is designed such that each client data
is stored on its own private server(s). The web
API service accessing the client's databases is
also unique to each client’s requirement. All
the backend stores and services run inside a
private local area network without access to
Internet. A team member with the admin role
is only able to send the invites to users who
are known to him or her. Upon successful
registration of a user, he or she will need to
login to InqNote® with an additional two factor
authentication pin generated on the user's
smart phone. Once logged in to InqNote®
platform the connection is encrypted.

Figure7: The Spectroscopy extension, displaying the multimodality spectra viewer.
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